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Context : High intense ultrashort pulses propagating in bulk media undergo so-called filamentation. This
is a process where narrow transverse structures (filaments) are formed with more than 10% of the energy
localized in the near-axis area. Filamentation is attributed to an initial increase of the light intensity,
termed as self-focusing, which in turn is originated from the Kerr response of the medium. In
non-structured systems the self-focusing is saturated by the defocusing action of the electron plasma
created by photoionization of the medium. Similar results, but on smaller length scales, are known for
propagation in dense media like water or silica, where material damage due to photoionization can be
observed. Filamentation is a very complex spatio-temporal problem where the inner high-intensity part of
the filament strongly interplays with the low-intensity ambiance. The understanding of the complex
dynamics is crucial for potential applications such as frequency conversion and supercontinuum
generation, pulse compression, remote sensing, lightning control, etc.
On the other hand, structured materials, such as photonic lattices or gas-filled hollow photonic fibers
filled allowing tailored dispersion and diffraction properties, can also strongly influence the propagation
dynamics of ultrashort pulses. In particular, the control over spatial properties of the light pulses via
specially designed waveguides or even exploitation of plasmonic field enhancement in nano-structures
offers additional degrees of freedom on the route towards tunable novel ultrashort light sources.
State-of-the-art numerical models are not fully capable of describing all physics involved correctly, in
particular they rely on so-called envelope approximations, at least in the description of ionization
processes. Modeling the physics on sub-cycle time-scales of the laser pulses is one of the standing goals
in the field of ultrashort nonlinear pulse propagation.
Objectives : In this project nonlinear laser pulse propagation in bulk and structured material will be
modeled numerically. The first major task is to derive a vectorial forward wave equation which allows for
the description of ultrashort pulses as well as tightly focused beams far beyond paraxiality. As an
important propagation medium we will consider noble gases, e.g., argon, where linear and nonlinear
material properties are well known. In a second step, the presence of photonic lattices and hollow fibers
will be also considered. The crucial point here will be to incorporate an accurate description of linear and
nonlinear dispersion as well as ionization processes, but under the constraint of low computational costs.
An improved numerical modeling of high-intense laser propagation will enable us to look right into the
complex laser matter interaction, a point of view that is not accessible for experimental diagnostics. In
particular, we will be able to study frequency conversion processes over large spectral bandwidths. One
goal here will be the generation of ultrashort pulses in the UV region of the spectrum. Another interesting
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Requirements
: We are looking for a highly motivated postgraduate student with solid background in

theoretical optics and atomic physics. Good experience in programming (c, fortran) is required, as well as
some knowledge about parallel coding using MPI or OpenMP. Any experience with CUDA, HMPP or
OpenACC is highly welcome.

